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Introduction

That China’s foreign aid has been largely driven by its commercial interests is widely recognised in the literature (Woods 2008; Tan-Mullins, Mohan, and Power 2010; Brautigam 2011; X. Li et al. 2014; Johnston and Rudyak 2017; D. Zhang and Smith 2017; M. Chen 2018; Morgan and Zheng 2019). The commercial turn followed a period of foreign aid provision largely motivated by ideological and geopolitical considerations during Mao Zedong’s rule (1949–1976) and took shape when Deng Xiaoping’s leadership (1978–1980s) placed China’s domestic economic development firmly at the centre of the policy agenda. The commercial orientation was further amplified in the 1990s as a result of China’s aid reform and the “Going out” (also known as “Going global”) policy (Johnston and Rudyak 2017; Morgan and Zheng 2019). Nowadays, China’s foreign aid is so closely linked with its trade and investment activities that it is believed to be re-defining international development cooperation (Gu et al. 2014; Lin and Wang 2016; Gu and Kitano 2018).

When analysing the mechanism underlying this distinct approach to international development, studies have shed great light on the role of policy banks, in particular the Export and Import Bank of China (CEXIM) and China Development Bank (CDB), in providing financial resources (Foster, Butterfield, and Chen 2009; Gallagher, Irwin, and Koleski 2012; Sanderson and Forsythe 2013; Kaplan 2016; M. Chen 2018; Chin and Gallagher 2019). While the financial institutions embody China’s newfound financial power, they might not, however, be the primary driving force in China’s phenomenal rise in international development. The analytical primacy placed on the financial institutions seems to have been informed by the traditional international development landscape, where international financial institutions such as the World Bank play an agenda-setting role, but there is no reason to assume the same dynamics in China.

Departing from the focus on financial institutions, this article spotlights the Chinese companies that carry out the Chinese-financed infrastructure projects, the indisputable focus of China’s international
development engagements (Foster, Butterfield, and Chen 2009; Bluhm et al. 2018; Bersch and Koivumaki 2019). In this article I refer to them as China’s international construction and engineering contractors (ICECs). Researchers have only begun to notice the ICECs’ important role in China’s international development engagements: Zhang and Smith (2017: 10-1) note in their study of China’s foreign aid system that many aid projects are actually initiated by Chinese ICECs, which then lobby the Chinese government for financial and diplomatic support. Bersch and Koivumaki (2019) find that in Latin America, China’s ICECs are involved in many more major infrastructure projects than the policy banks are.

There are several reasons to expect Chinese ICECs to have greater agency than policy banks in shaping China’s international development cooperation: first, the ICECs possess much greater knowledge about the overseas markets than the banks. As will be explained in greater detail later, ICECs pioneered China’s venture into the international economy, leading the Chinese banks’ overseas expansion by decades. By now, a great number of Chinese ICECs have established an expansive global presence, whereas the banks’ overseas offices are still few (CEXIM has five overseas branches and CDB has ten). Second, due to the financing model, ICECs have been less concerned than banks about the fundamental viability of projects. Coupled with the fact that the banks are in a worse position than the ICECs to identify risk due to their sparse overseas presence, they may sometimes be misled by ICECs into financing undeserving projects.

China’s international contracting activities are poorly understood in general. In Africa, for example, such activities are often mistaken for China’s outward foreign direct investment (OFDI), creating the false impression that China has invested heavily in Africa. While OFDI involves taking whole or partial ownership in a project through the injection of financial capital, international contracting is essentially a form of service export. In fact, China’s international contracting surpasses its OFDI globally (see Figure 1). While the largest destinations of Chinese OFDI are advanced economies, the leading markets of China’s international contracting are all developing countries. Yet, scholarly investigations into China’s contracting activities are still scarce, with the exception of a series by Chuang Chen and others on the overseas market-entering strategies of Chinese ICECs (Chen et al. 2007; C. Chen and Orr 2009; C. Chen, Goldstein, and Orr 2009; C. Chen et al. 2016). In the literature on China’s international development engagements, a few scholars have acknowledged the role of ICECs (D. Zhang and Smith 2017; Brautigam and Hwang 2019; Morgan 2019), but none has placed the ICECs at the centre of the analysis.

This article fills in this gap by exploring the relationship between China’s international contracting industry and China’s practices in international development cooperation, which I encapsulate with the concept of “aid-contracting nexus.” Based on an extensive review of Chinese policy documents, official yearbooks, and other primary Chinese-language sources such as industry journals, I argue that China’s rapid rise as a major development finance provider for infrastructure would not have been possible without the strong impulse to promote its international contracting industry, which was identified in the beginning of this century as a strategic vehicle for China’s export-oriented economic development. China’s strategic interests in international development are often interpreted as the need to obtain energy and raw materials, as reflected in the “infrastructure for resources” or “Angola model” (Corkin 2011; Alves 2013). My analysis, by contrast, frames the strategicness in terms of China’s domestic development strategy. The focus on infrastructure in China’s international development engagements is arguably an external manifestation of its industrial policy to foster

Figure 1. Steady growth of the international contracting industry (with outward foreign direct investment as comparison)


globally competitive industrial exporters at home. Highlighting how China’s overseas development finance has been driven by these domestic concerns also helps explain its paradoxical largess in making financial resources available to other countries despite its relatively low per capita income. Some have suspected that China harbours an ulterior agenda, as seen in the “debt trap” accusations. But this paper will show that, rather than predatory – coercing the debtor into exploitative deals – China’s practices might be better characterised as mercantilist – having a goal of maximising export for the sake of wealth accumulation.

While explicating the international contracting industry as the state’s vehicle for its economic development strategy, this analysis also gives agency to the ICECs in how they make use of state support. They have drawn foreign aid as well as other types of state-backed finance for their international expansion, creating challenges that might not have been foreseen by the state. This analysis echoes the arguments about the dynamic and negotiated relationship between the Chinese state and state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in the literature (Liou 2009; Jones and Zou 2014, 2017).

This article is organised as follows: in the first section, I trace the history of China’s international contracting industry in relation to China’s foreign aid practices, and how the industry rose from a base of zero to become a prominent global player within three decades under the state’s strategic support. I go on to discuss the ICECs’ status as “national champions” in the Chinese political economy in the second section. Third, I explain how ICECs have been responsible for mixing China’s foreign aid with other types of finance, leading to confusion over the scale of China’s foreign aid and moral hazard. Finally, I analyse how the ICECs’ evolving business model is mobilising a variety of state-backed financial resources, which seems to be driving some conceptual innovation about “development finance” in China. In conclusion, I discuss the implication of these developments for the relationship between the state and the ICECs.

**Aid-contracting nexus: The rise of China’s international contracting industry**

China’s active provision of foreign aid dates back to the 1950s. Driven by the desire to win diplomatic support as well as an ideological contest with both the United States and the Soviet Union, China went out of its way to provide foreign aid to African countries in the 1960s and 1970s, despite being a very poor country itself (Huang and Ren 2012; Jiang 2019). Foreign reserve-strapped and locked out of the international market, China could not afford to offer foreign aid in the form of financial transfer (Li et al. 2014: 25); instead, it had to do it in the form of turn-key projects, in which China sent engineers and technicians to construct infrastructure or productive facilities, paid for by the Chinese government. This mode of foreign aid provision persists even now, and is the beginning of the aid-contracting nexus story to be introduced here.

Under the command economy during Mao’s rule, such turn-key projects were delivered by designated units within China’s various line ministries and subnational governments (Zhou and Xiong 2013: 4). For example, the construction of the famous Tanzania-Zambia Railway was organised by the foreign aid office under China’s Ministry of Railways. As Deng Xiaoping took the helm in the late 1970s and started to shift the policy agenda toward economic development, ill-afforded foreign aid was scaled back, and more consideration was placed on the financial sustainability of aid provision. Economic incentives were deployed to improve efficiency in the use of foreign aid. A major national conference on foreign aid in 1983 decided that aid delivery entities would be allowed to retain unused funds if they managed to complete the projects below budget. As such, China effectively turned foreign aid projects into for-profit business opportunities.

Meanwhile, aid-delivering entities, previously administered by China’s line ministries and subnational governments, were stripped from the government and incorporated into firms as part of the reform to separate enterprises from the administration in the 1980s and 1990s. For example, the foreign aid offices under the Ministry of Railways, Ministry of Transportation, and Ministry of Water Resources and Hydraulic Power were restructured into China Civil Engineering Construction Corporation, China Road and Bridge Corporation, and China International Water and Electric Corporation, respectively. Similarly, the foreign aid divisions of each provincial government were also integrated into newly established firms mandated to engage in foreign trade. Nowadays, any Chinese SOE whose name contains the term “international economic and technology cooperation” (國際經濟技術合作) is almost certain to have a predecessor that was a foreign aid delivery unit in a subnational government or a line ministry. While these firms continued to carry out foreign aid projects for the government, their primary purpose had changed: to open up overseas markets and earn foreign exchange, which China was hungry for in those early days of economic transition.

As China opened itself up in the 1980s, these former aid delivery units were virtually the only companies with any on-the-ground experience overseas, thanks to their previous undertakings of turn-key aid projects. They were thus expected to lead the exploration into the international markets. Their experience in building foreign aid projects naturally led them into the business of construction and engineering contracting. Oil-producing countries in the Middle East (especially Iraq) were among the first target markets of start-up ICECs. With reasonable skills and low costs, the Chinese ICECs found themselves rather welcomed and enjoyed some immediate success.

From a base of non-existence, the Chinese ICECs rose rapidly to prominent positions in the world market. As shown in Figure 1, China’s international contracting industry has enjoyed steady growth since the early 1980s. By 2015, the size of the industry (by revenue in current dollars) was over 800 times that of in 1982. By 2018, 75 of the world’s top 250 international contracting firms were Chinese, claiming 24.4% of the world’s international contracting revenue. The share is even higher in Africa (60%) and Asia excluding China (40%) (Kurimoto 2019). Figure 2 shows China’s market share in international contracting by region. China became the largest player in Africa as early as 2006. In Asia, the Middle East, and Latin America and the Caribbean, China also either claims first place or comes a close second.


5. For the role of subnational governments in China’s foreign aid, see Shi and Hoebink (2020).


How was this rags-to-riches story possible? An obvious part of the reason lies in the demand side: there is tremendous demand in the developing world for infrastructure and construction, which the Chinese ICECs simply tapped into. But below I will show that the Chinese government’s proactive policy support was also crucial. Policies were not only focused on growing the size of the industry, but also rather methodical in guiding industrial upgrading.

The development of China’s international contracting industry can be divided into three periods: 1) nascency in the 1980s, 2) formative years in the 1990s, and 3) leapfrogging growth after 2000. The 1980s saw Chinese ICECs entering the world markets largely as subcontractors in larger projects, carrying out less sophisticated, labour-intensive portions of the construction work. Indeed, the contracting service in this period was essentially export of construction labour. Starting from this period, foreign aid has been purposefully used to support ICEC market exploration by financing preparatory work (Yearbook 1989: 55).

During the 1990s, the Chinese government became more proactive in regulating and shaping the industry. Recognising that the labour-intensive contracting in which Chinese ICECs had engaged so far was low value-added, the government encouraged larger industrial companies and design institutes with more sophisticated technological capabilities to enter the business and lead the industrial upgrading. These companies were given priority when granting licenses (Yearbook 1992, 1994). As such, the government was pushing for a transition from labour-intensive contracting service toward greater technology intensity. Another important motivation for pushing the larger companies to compete for international contracts was that, as general contractors, they could make procurement decisions and source from China. The idea that ICECs could serve as a vehicle for exporting China’s industrial goods started to take root (Yearbook 1997: 73). Industrial firms in sectors with surplus production capacity such as power generation, textiles, railways, oil, and forestry were encouraged to seek overseas market outlets via international construction and engineering contracting (Yearbook 2000: 65).

As the number of ICECs mushroomed during the decade (by 1998, 955 companies had been licensed for international contracting), the government pushed for consolidation. In line with China’s general SOE reforms in this period, restructuring in this industry followed a “pro-big business” guideline (C. Li 2016). Larger companies believed to be more capable of competing internationally were to be given favourable policy treatment (Yearbook 2000: 65). Meanwhile, the government not only continued to support the industry through utilising foreign aid (Yearbook 1997: 74; 1998: 71), but also became more entrepreneurial in facilitating market exploration. For instance, what was then the Ministry of Foreign Economy and Trade organised study tours to key target countries; central leaders took business delegations to regional meetings in Africa and the Middle East to promote their market entry (Yearbook 1996: 69-70).

The year 2000 was pivotal for China’s international contracting industry. As China was preparing to join the World Trade Organization, policymakers took a long look at how Chinese industries could thrive in the global economy. It was at this critical juncture that international contracting was identified as a strategic vehicle for China’s “Going out” policy. In 2000, China’s State Council forwarded a landmark directive titled “Opinions for Vigorously Promoting the Development of International Contracting” to all subnational governments, line ministries, and government agencies, signalling its significance. The elevated importance attached to the international contracting industry warrants quoting in full:

...all regions and all government organs must fully recognise the importance of developing international contracting from a political height and an understanding of the big picture, and make sure to develop international contracting as an important measure to implement the Central Government’s “Going out” strategy. We should clearly understand that, under the current situation, developing international contracting will help promote our exports and accelerate our transition toward a trading superpower from merely a large trading nation; it will facilitate the utilisation of both domestic and overseas resources and markets, transferring abroad surplus engineering capacity from home; it will help our enterprises to “go out” and integrate into
economic globalisation, cultivate our own multinational corporations and enhance our international competitiveness; it will help improve our political and economic relations with foreign countries, especially relations with developing countries.8

To facilitate the ICECs’ overseas market expansion, the directive explicitly urges all parties to “take full advantage of the extensive influence” of China’s foreign aid among the developing countries as part of the “Broad-Based Strategy of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation” (Dajijingzao zhānlù 大經貿戰略) (Yearbook 1995: 28–25; see also: Johnston and Rudyak 2017: 438; Shimomura and Wang 2018: 34). The directive further authorises a set of financial measures to support international contracting, including providing bank guarantees, insurance, subsidised working capital loans, eased loan conditions, and international fund-raising. In particular, international contracting projects that source machinery and materials substantially from China (over 15% of the contract value) are given additional support, reflecting the overall policy goal to promote the export of China’s industrial goods (reflecting this objective, ICECs are required to report the value of exported goods enabled by their overseas projects as part of their routine reports to the Ministry of Commerce).9

To follow up with this high-level directive, a series of tools were launched by the financial authorities over the next few years (Table 1). It is worth noting that the 2003 policy specifically encouraged ICECs to compete for international projects by “bringing in financial resources” (带资 daizī), which the government instructed financial institutions to make available. The ICECs were urged to “apply for hybrid loans including commercial loans, policy export credits, and other special funds.” As will be elaborated in the next section, the promise to bring in financial resources from China became a key strategy for the international expansion of Chinese ICECs.

Table 1. Policy measures supporting international contracting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of policy announcement</th>
<th>Policy tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>A special fund is set up, administered by the Bank of China, to provide bank guarantees and cover financial risks for larger international contracting projects (over $5 million).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>The CEXIM and commercial banks are to accommodate loan requests from ICECs whose overseas projects contain export of Chinese goods, technology, management and labor worth over 15 percent of the contract value.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Riding on these policies, China’s international contracting industry not only burgeoned in terms of size, but also gradually climbed up the value chain. The top contributing sector in China’s international contracting has moved from building construction, which requires relatively low levels of technology and project management skills, toward more complex infrastructure and industrial sectors such as petrochemical, transportation, power generation, and telecom. In this process, ICECs are instrumental in channelling Chinese industrial products and technology (in addition to labour and capital) into international markets, especially the developing world, linking them up with China’s industrial system.

This has come to define China’s focus on international development cooperation, i.e., the focus on industrialisation-enabling infrastructure. While many have pointed out that this mirrors China’s domestic development experience of investing heavily in infrastructure, the above analysis suggests that this is not simply out of habit; rather, it has been guided by a specific strategy to export China’s industrial goods and technology through construction and engineering contracting. This development strategy has been a necessary condition for China to focus on the infrastructure sector, which distinguishes it from the other similarly ambitious “emerging donors” such as Brazil and India, which lack a similarly well-organised contracting industry and articulated strategy.

I call this connection between China’s economic diplomacy and industrial policy the aid-contracting nexus. For the actors within this nexus, the growing reach of the international contracting industry is the immediate concern, while the development of the host countries is not necessarily carefully considered, and diplomatic considerations are relegated to the background. This economic explanation is not to negate the importance of politics in China’s foreign aid policymaking; as Zhang and Smith (2017) have argued, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ role in aid policymaking should not be overlooked, and politics is still pivotal. But while politics lays out the contour of China’s foreign aid allocation, the aid-contracting nexus determines how the largest amounts of aid are used.

**Powerful national champions**

To illustrate the prominence of ICECs in the Chinese political economy, Table 2 lists the ten largest ICECs according to their international revenue in 2019, ranked by the Engineering News-Record (ENR), an authoritative publication in the construction industry. All of the top ten ICECs are among China’s 96 SOEs administered by the State-owned Asset Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council (SASAC), or central SOEs. Their core businesses span across industrial and infrastructural sectors (but their international contracting activities are far from confined to their core sectors). Some of these SOE groups resulted from mergers of SOEs that were prominent ICECs in their own right (e.g., China Road and Bridge Corporation and China Harbour Engineering Company were both already leading players in the road and harbour construction sectors before they were merged into China Communications Construction Group) as part of the state-directed industry consolidation, which makes these companies’ market positions even more unassailable.
Table 2. Ten Chinese ICECs ranked among the top 50 in the ENR Top 250 International Contractors in 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Company</th>
<th>ENR Ranking</th>
<th>Core sector</th>
<th>Background</th>
<th>Notable subsidiaries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China Communications Construction Group</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>transportation</td>
<td>Central SOE</td>
<td>China Road and Bridge Corporation; China Harbour Engineering Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Construction Corp. of China</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>power generation</td>
<td>Central SOE</td>
<td>Sinohydro Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China State Construction Engineering Corp.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>construction, real estate</td>
<td>Central SOE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Railway Construction Corp.</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>railway</td>
<td>Central SOE</td>
<td>China Civil Engineering Construction Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Railway Group</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>railway</td>
<td>Central SOE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China National Machinery Industry Corp. (Sinomach)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>industrial engineering</td>
<td>Central SOE</td>
<td>China CAMC Engineering Co. Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Energy Engineering Corp.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>power generation</td>
<td>Central SOE</td>
<td>Gezhouba Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China National Chemical Engineering Group Corp.</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>chemical engineering</td>
<td>Central SOE</td>
<td>China Chengda Engineering Co. Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Petroleum Engineering Co.</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>oil and gas engineering</td>
<td>Subsidiary of China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC), a central SOE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Metallurgical Group Corp.</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>metallurgical</td>
<td>Central SOE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ENR, author’s compilation.

It should be noted that while these SOEs are leading international contractors, a much greater share of their business is in China. Many of them enjoy monopoly status domestically in their sectors (such as oil and gas, and railways). Even in highly competitive sectors such as construction, central SOEs still command a formidable share. They are the “national champions” intentionally created by China’s SOE reforms to act as “instruments of state policy” that can be set forth to battle for objectives the national government wants to achieve [Naughton 2015: 66]. Indeed, their ventures into international contracting have been both backed by their domestically developed capacities and motivated by the desire to export these capacities abroad. But contrary to Naughton’s argument that these “national champions” are not very important in China’s export-oriented economic development, this analysis of their international contracting shows that they are.

The Chinese ICECs’ power stems not only from the fact that the majority of them are SOEs, but also from being well organised as an industry. The China International Contractors Association (CHINCA), the industry’s national chamber of commerce, was established in 1988 and now boasts a membership of more than 1,500.11 Steering the association are 43 of China’s largest ICECs as well as the financial institutions that play critical roles in supporting international contracting.11 In addition, there are also provincial-level associations in some provinces with a heavy presence of ICECs (e.g., Shandong and Anhui). Rather than autonomous associations of the ICECs, these organisations are better understood as semi-official regulatory bodies of the industry. CHINCA has been instructed by the government to coordinate the pricing and market development among the ICECs (Yearbook 1996: 69-70).

CHINCA’s statement of support, along with that from the Chinese embassy, was required for ICECs to apply for financing from China’s policy banks [Chen and Orr 2009: 1204]. These associations also serve to coordinate government-industry relations. The leadership positions are typically occupied by current or retired officials from the Ministry of Commerce. This on the one hand helps ensure easy access for lobbying, and on the other hand gives the government direct influence over the industry.

Blurring the line between aid and other finances

Earlier I discussed how the Chinese state proactively support the international contracting industry, including instrumentising foreign aid. This section turns to the agency of the ICECs themselves. Encouraged by the state’s policy, they mix aid with various types of finance to fuel their international expansion. As an unintended consequence, this has led to confusion over the scale of China’s foreign aid. Put under the spotlight, China has responded by trying to articulate a new concept of “development finance” that challenges the traditional notion of official development assistance (ODA). I therefore argue that the key to solving the conceptual puzzle of China’s development finance, rather than focusing on the modality of the finances per se, is to pay attention to the agency of the ICECs. It is them who provide the improvisation and momentum for the changing concept of development finance in China.

Supported by the state to compete for international projects through “bringing in the finance,” as alluded to earlier, Chinese ICECs have drawn from various sources for their international expansion, often mixing them together for the same projects. For instances, the Mtwara-Dar es Salaam gas pipeline in Tanzania seems to be funded by both a foreign aid concessional loan and preferential buyer’s export credit.12 Bui Dam in Ghana was funded

by a mix of concessional and commercial loans (Yankson et al. 2018), so was the Addis Ababa–Djibouti railway in Ethiopia (Morgan and Zheng 2019). As Chinese ICECs themselves often advertise, their ability to obtain financing from Chinese financial institutions is a key source of their competitiveness (Brautigam and Hwang 2019: 325). African officials also acknowledge that Chinese ICECs’ ability to secure financing is an important reason for them winning contracts (Chin and Gallagher 2019: 259). The withdrawal of traditional donors from infrastructure financing in recent decades (Tierney et al. 2011: 1898) only makes China’s impact in this field even more conspicuous. Among the various forms of finance, China’s foreign aid concessional loans and preferential buyer’s export credits (PBECs) are especially important for Chinese ICECs to obtain contracts for large-scale infrastructure projects. These two types of loans have financed, or partly financed, some of the most high-profile projects involving China across the developing world, such as the standard-gauge railway in Kenya and the Hanbantota port in Sri Lanka. This is because the lower rates and longer terms of the PBECs and foreign aid concessional loans make them preferable for larger infrastructure projects, which entail long construction periods and substantial operational risks. The inter-governmental nature of these loans gives the ICECs additional political protection in case of any dispute that arises in the process of project implementation. Conversely, PBECs and foreign aid concessional loans are also procedurally the most demanding compared to other types of financing provided by Chinese banks. Therefore, known cases of these loans seem to mostly go to projects involving leading SOEs as contractors.

Although the borrower in both foreign aid concessional loans and PBECs is technically the government of the host country, it is the Chinese ICECs eyeing the contract that drive the borrowing process. As shown in Figure 3, the contractor company is a necessary party for the initiation of the borrowing process of both types of loans. Therefore, while the available quotas of foreign aid concessional loans and PBECs for each country are set by China’s political leadership based on foreign policy considerations, the successful utilisation of these loans usually is the result of the Chinese ICECs’ work on the ground. Discussions among industry insiders corroborate this. For example, as an employee of a Chinese ICEC writes on the industry’s main journal to share their success story in obtaining both foreign aid concessional loans and PBECs in Ghana, it is the prospective contractor’s job to coordinate between the two governments for the required inter-governmental framework agreements and to submit the loan requests to the CEXIM (Bian 2013: 49).

As further evidence of ICECs’ agency in seeking to shape China’s foreign aid and other finances to suit their interests, there are recurrent calls from ICECs for greater financial support from the state. For instance, some have advocated lowering the interest rates of policy loans, as they are not as competitive as the loans provided by Japan, viewed as a chief rival (Chang 2015; Jiang 2016); some suggest that China should make the adoption of Chinese technical standards in infrastructure and industrial projects a condition for Chinese loans, as they find it frustrating to be required by project owners to follow US, European, and Japanese standards (Liu 2015: 66; Sun 2015: 65).

However, this financing model can induce moral hazard. As contractors, the companies bear little responsibility for the underlying economic viability of a project, which ultimately determines whether it can generate enough revenue in time to repay the loans. This creates incentives for Chinese ICECs to pursue risky projects that other donors or creditors have shunned, as long as they can help secure financing from China. The controversial Hanbantota Port, built by China Harbor Engineering Company, which helped lobby for financing from China, is a case in point (Zhang 2019). Moreover, because many such loan agreements are backed by resources – Chin and Gallagher (2019) find that half of the lending by Chinese development banks are backed by commodities ranging from oil, copper, and diamonds to cocoa – it has created the impression that China lends predatorily with an ulterior motive to seize collateralised assets. Some have accused China of engaging in “debt-trap diplomacy.”

However, a more accurate explanation of the phenomenon may be that, because ICECs bear little financial risks in this financing model, they may overstate the case for a potential project and encourage the host government to seek financing from China. The Chinese banks, on the other hand, may not have adequate local knowledge to make a sound assessment of the project’s risks. When the project runs into financial trouble, both the banks’ balance sheets and the Chinese government’s reputation (due to the inter-governmental nature of the loans) suffer. Moreover, since the Chinese ICECs are the reason financing could be obtained from China, they are often granted contracts without going through a rigorous tendering process. Unsurprisingly, such practices have led to perceptions of corruption and public backlash.

The common practice by ICECs of mixing different types of loans has also resulted in confusion over the scale of China’s foreign aid, which is often drastically overestimated by outside observers.15 (for a critique, see Brautigam 2010). Much of the confusion seems to stem from the similarities between foreign aid concessional loans and PBECs. According to the official White Paper on China’s Foreign Aid, the Chinese government does not consider PBECs part of its foreign aid.16 While the capital for both types of loans are raised by the CEXIM from the financial markets, the government subsidises the gap between the fund-raising costs and lending rates for the foreign aid concessional loans from its aid budget, but not the PBECs. In practice, however, they are very similar. Both are issued by the CEXIM (with even

---


---

Figure 3. CEXIM’s lending procedure of foreign aid concessional loans (FACLs) and preferential buyer’s export credits (PBECs)

Source: Adapted from an internal presentation by CEXIM’s Preferential Loan Department.
the same Preferential Loan Department within CEXIM in charge of them); both carry low interest rates with a long duration and a grace period; both are supposed to serve diplomatic purposes. The only differences between them are that a foreign aid concessional loan is issued in Chinese yuan while a PBEC is issued in US dollars and they have different requirements for matching funds from the borrowing government. Consequently, media reports and research often fail to distinguish between the two, referring to both as "concessional loans." Even in AidData, widely used database that has taken great care to differentiate between ODA-like finance and "other financial flows," loans that appear to be PBECs (as they are issued in US dollars) are classified as "ODA-like." To add to the confusion, even Chinese officials have sometimes mixed them up. A known example is the Chinese embassy in Cambodia: when reporting foreign aid figures to Cambodia's aid management authority, they include PBEC-financed projects as well. As the amount of PBECs has exceeded China's bilateral foreign aid (including concessional loans, grants, and interest-free loans) since 2012 (Kitano's 2018), this has led to overestimation of China's foreign aid and by implication, skewed assessment of China's foreign policy intentions.

From builders to developers

The availability of loans has enabled the expansion of Chinese ICCECs based largely on a business model of Engineering-Procurement-Construction (EPC) contracting. After decades of growth, however, the EPC model is gradually losing steam due to a number of structural reasons: intense competition among Chinese ICCECs squeezes the margin to unprofitable levels; rising labour costs in China erode their cost advantage; the leeway for governments of developing countries to borrow from China is shrinking due to their elevated levels of indebtedness.

The industry's response to diminishing EPC opportunities has been to move from the role of simply "builders" to "developers" (Editorial Board 2011). The current mantra in the industry is "integrated investment, construction, and operation" (tou jian ying yitou 投建一體化, IICO), which was also endorsed as a model for Chinese companies to participate in Africa's infrastructure development by Chinese president Xi Jinping during the 2018 Forum on China-Africa Co-operation. This means that ICCECs are looking to extend their activities to both the front and the back ends of the value chain. On the one hand, they seek to be more proactive in the planning, design, and initiation of new projects rather than simply bidding for those that have been planned out; on the other hand, they will be involved in the operation and management of projects after having built them. To do this, ICCECs will have to take ownership in the projects as investors rather than simply acting as hired contractors.

An example of the IICO model is the Addis Ababa-Djibouti railway: China Civil Engineering and Construction Corporation (CECC) was involved in the pre-construction design, the actual construction, and the post-construction operation. The project drove nearly $400 million of Chinese exports to Africa and adopted Chinese technical standards. Notably, besides making use of a $2.5 billion loan provided by the CEXIM, CECC also invested its own capital in Djibouti’s railway sector, as well as in real estate development along the rail line in order to boost its commercial value. This model of "whole value chain going out" is boasted to be an exemplar for other Chinese ICCECs to follow. The movement seems already well under way, and not just in Africa. As Bensch and KoivuMaeki (2019: 334) find through their examination of Chinese involvement in key infrastructure projects in Latin America, "Chinese government and companies more frequently take an integrated approach, maintaining control over projects from planning to execution.” Therefore, we are likely to see Chinese ICCECs, in particular the larger ones, increasingly take on equity investment in their pursuit of overseas contracts, which will require different types of financing than the traditional foreign aid loans and export credits (Wang 2018). In addition to the CEXIM and China Development Bank, the two policy banks that have traditionally played, and will continue to play, important roles in supporting the "Going out" of Chinese companies, China has also set up a number of investment funds in recent years that are designed to support equity investment (see Table 3). These funds can be understood as sovereign wealth funds-cum-development funds. Like the foreign aid-export credit mix, the hybridity of these funds will again complicate the nature of China’s economic engagement with other developing countries.

The ICCECs’ evolving business model is also driving conceptual innovation in China regarding what can be considered "development finance." An influential book by former World Bank Vice President Justin Yifu Lin and co-author Yan Wang suggests a tiered concept of development finance: traditional overseas development assistance (ODA), as defined by the Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development’s Development Assistance Committee, will be merely the narrowest sense of development finance (DF1); the broader sense of development finance will also include preferential export buyer’s credits (DF2), non-concessional loans from state entities for development purposes (DF3), equity investments by sovereign wealth funds, development projects supported by state guarantees, and public-private partnership (PPP) projects for public infrastructure (DF4) (Lin and Wang 2016). It should be obvious from the above analysis that these categories reflect the various sources of state-backed finance the Chinese ICCECs have drawn.

Conclusion and discussion

This article zooms in on the role of Chinese ICCECs in China’s international development engagements. I use the concept of "aid-contracting nexus" to highlight the linkage between China’s economic diplomacy and its industrial policy to promote export-oriented development in its heavy industries, in which international contracting serves as a strategic vehicle. Given privileged policy support, Chinese ICCECs have been proactively drawing various state-backed financial resources to fuel their international expansion. They have now become leading players in the market of international contracting, especially in Africa.

The political economy of the international contracting industry thus provides another critical lens for understanding China’s international
Table 3. Chinese state-backed funds for supporting investment in industrial development in developing countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development fund</th>
<th>Year launched</th>
<th>Capitalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China-ASEAN Investment Cooperation Fund</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>$10 billion (initial capitalization $1 billion).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silk Road Fund</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>$40 billion + ¥100 billion (initial capitalization $10 billion, 65% from foreign reserve, 15% from China Investment Corporation, 15% from EXIM Bank, and 5% from China Development Bank).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China-Kazakhstan Production Capacity Cooperation Fund</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$2 billion (from Silk Road Fund).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China-Africa Cooperation Fund</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>$10 billion (Foreign reserve 80% + EXIM Bank 20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China-LAC Cooperation Fund</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$30 billion (initial capitalization $10 billion).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China-Brazil Cooperation Fund for the Expansion of Production Capacity</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Up to $20 billion ($15 billion from China-LAC Cooperation Fund and $5 billion from Brazil).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Compiled by the author.

development engagements. China argues that its approach to international development cooperation reflects the spirit of South-South Cooperation and thus is morally superior to the one-way aid given by countries of the North. However, the ICECs’ mandate to promote the export and entrenchment of China’s industrial capacity and technical standards follows a logic hardly different from the traditional North-South relationship, in which the advanced industrialised economies occupy advantageous positions in the global value chain, solidifying asymmetrical economic relations in which the less advanced economies have little autonomy.

To sustain their business, Chinese ICECs are currently seeking to transform their role from contractors into developers. This can have profound implications for their relations with host countries. Unlike EPC contracting, in which ICECs’ interactions with local society tended to be limited and temporary, as developers of large-scale infrastructure and industrial projects, they will need to become embedded in the local socio-economic landscape and nurture deeper relations with various local stakeholders beyond the government. As such, it may be inevitable for them to become entangled in local politics, which will call into question China’s non-interference principle in international development cooperation. It has already been observed in Myanmar, where Chinese ICECs have significant presence including as investors, that the non-interference principle has come under serious challenge (Zou and Jones 2020).

As Chinese ICECs become even more powerful players in the global market, the tension between their commercial interests and China’s foreign policy goals may become more pronounced. As explained earlier, the ICECs’ pursuit of unviable projects has already caused China reputational damage. For their raison d’être, they will continue to push for industrialisation and infrastructural development in the developing world, which may come at the cost of a more balanced and sustainable development, and ultimately harm the Chinese state’s ambition to be a global public good provider.

It has been argued that the Chinese state’s capacity to monitor and regulate the SOEs in overseas markets was quite limited (Xu 2014). A main reason is the fragmentation in the oversight authority, which leaves room for the SOEs’ self-interested behaviour, sometimes at the expense of the state (Liou 2014). Nevertheless, there is evidence that the state has been trying to strengthen regulatory oversight over the ICECs since 2015, participation in the tendering of any project worth over 5 million dollars requires pre-approval from the Chinese embassy’s Economic and Commercial Office. Projects will be evaluated based on criteria including their consistency with China’s overall trade policy and anticipated political risks. The establishment of the China International Development Cooperation Agency (CIDCA) in 2018 represents another attempt by the state to impose more centralised control over international development activities and reduce the autonomy of ICECs in reverse-engineering their commercial pursuits into aid projects. However, the relatively weak position of the agency in China’s administrative system, in addition to bureaucratic inertia, means that substantial changes in the aid processes are slow to happen (Zhao and Jing 2019). In the foreseeable future, we are likely to see ICECs continue to advance their interests as they try to fulfil their state-mandated mission of “Going out” and facilitating export of China’s industrial capacities, but at the same time also creating new challenges for the state. The state may be trying to catch up in its oversight and control, but it is inevitably lagging and reactive.
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